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About This Game

You’ve tossed, burned and sliced them by the thousands – now orcs must die more than ever before! Grab a friend and slay orcs
in untold numbers in this sequel to the 2011 AIAS Strategy Game of the Year from Robot Entertainment.

Leap back into the fray as a powerful War Mage or crafty Sorceress. Defend new fortresses and dwarven mines, laying waste to
thousands of orcs and other monsters with a dizzying array of weapons, spells, guardians, traps, and trinkets. Play co-op with a

friend and continue the battle in a brand new campaign mode, or fight to stay alive in the challenging new Endless Mode!

Unlock new defenses and old favorites, upgrade them like never before, and unleash them on the nearest pile of slobbering orcs!

Key Features:

Co-Op! - Play as the War Mage, the headstrong hero who charges into danger, or play as the more strategic Sorceress
who keeps the mob at bay with mind-control and magic.

Story-based Campaign – Pick up where the original game left off with a brand new story-based campaign that you can
play in Single-Player or Co-Op!

New Endless Mode - Play alone or join a friend to put your skills to the test against endless waves of increasingly
difficult enemies.

Classic Mode - Steam players who own the original Orcs Must Die! will automatically unlock co-op versions of 10
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levels from the original game featuring new enemies!

Over 20 Deadly Enemies - Face an army of vile new creatures like Earth Elementals, Trolls, and Bile Bats. And they’ve
brought all of your favorite trap-fodder from the original Orcs Must Die! along with them!

More than 50 Traps, Weapons, and Guardians – Choose from an enormous armory of new and classic defenses,
including an all new assortment of magical trinkets.

Massive Upgrade System – With more than 225 persistent trap and weapon upgrades to unlock, you can build an
arsenal perfectly suited to your slaying style.

Extensive Replayability – Multiple game modes, “Nightmare” difficulty, and an enormous skull-ranking system
provide hours of replayability

Scoring System and Leaderboard – Compete with your friends for supremacy on single-player and co-op
leaderboards!
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Title: Orcs Must Die! 2
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Robot Entertainment
Publisher:
Robot Entertainment
Release Date: 30 Jul, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7

Processor:2GHz Dual Core

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA GeForce 6800 or ATI Radeon x1950 or better with 256MB VRAM

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:9 GB HD space

Additional:Broadband Internet connection recommended for co-op play.

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Japanese,Polish
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Puts future release DLC items out in gamefiles that is easily accessible.
Removes them to "appease" the console players which the company lied to about "processing their work". Pros:
+ Adorable and brightly colored artwork. I especially liked the Treats.
+ I loved the sound effects. As annoying as the Badmin could be, their giggle was cute.
+ Not too difficult to learn how to play.
+ The sound effects and music have separate volume controls. I ended up turning the music entirely off because the way it sped
up as time ran out made me too anxious.

Cons:
- Very repetative. Once the Boss Badmin has been introduced, you've seen everything truly new that this game is going to throw
at you.
- The second-to-last level is utterly evil. You're required to get four Yosumin in order to beat it. Since getting a Yosumin
requires that all four corners have the same color, and since colors are placed pretty much at random, getting those four
Yosumin takes a while. Beating that level requires a lot of luck, patience, and a good enough eye to make enough squares and
rectangles to keep time from running out until you can finally get all four Yosumin.
- Some aspects of the game aren't explained very well (or at all). For example, I don't think it's every mentioned that the multi-
colored stained glass pieces function the same way as gold Yosumin pieces - they're wildcards that can be any color you need in
order to make a square\/rectangle. Also, I thought using the Treats cost Yosumin, but the Yosumin counts below the Treats were
(I think) just the total number of each Yosumin you had to collect before those Treats became available.

It's an okay game, but very, very repetive (I say this as someone who enjoys Puzzle Quest). The story and final stained glass art
didn't make up for that.. feel kinda cheated since i \/paid\/ for this a while back but eh. no biggie i guess. still a deece game.
Nice, atmospheric add-on for sure. If you buy it in the TS2016 edition, or otherwise get the Gas Turbine, you get 15 extra
scenarios.

However, there are quite frequent issues with the scenarios, cars and locos included with this pack (there is a thread or two
every week on the forums). Trains get separated, the brakes get stuck, timings are off, switches set wrong or just an emergency
penalty while rolling with released brakes. It's really hard to enjoy the otherwise cool six-pack of scenarios when it is so shaken
and full of bugs.

If you decide to play this - save often.. First let me point out, yes i am clicking NO on recommending, but If there was a
indifferent option i would choose that. But since i dont, No is more valid than yes.

Reasons in point form, explaination after.

The Pro's:
-Little to no bugs.
-Solid building system.
-Decent physics.
-World is HUGE! (aslo a con, reason given below.)
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The Con's:
-World is HUGE! (aslo a pro, reason given below.)
-easy to dig up terrain, is required in many aspects, cannot replace or flatten or smooth or slope terrain for driving use what so
ever)
-single digit amount of total AI creatures, NO humanoid interactable AI what so ever.
-AI for combat is almost non existant.
-Tool to fight is same tool as digging \/ breaking \/ repairing blocks, making you trash the terrain when trying to target. (actual
gun avail very late game)
-Driving over enemies kills them almost instantly, vehicles take 0 damage.
-Needed resources all over the HUGE! world, but end game vehicle speed at best setup 72\/kph my world dia approx 60km took
me hours just to fly around it in a straight line above all trees.
-Many parts of the terrain are above 170m world height, which is the ceiling on flying vehicle limit, making you have to fly
around binomes, or leave your plane and walk.
-teleport system to help with this issue, takes 4 very expensive mats to power per portal location, only lasts for 30 mins, unless
you turn it off, but you cannot turn off a teleporter you just came from.
-When opening map, it has a random rotation on how it is displayed, making you think you are going west, if you were going
east when you looked at map 2 seconds ago.
-story is bland and voice acting is little, what voice you have seems like it was just recorded from avg joe.
-winch to pull vehciles yanks with the strength of thor, hulk, and superman combined, making it not function as a unstuck
vehcile tool)

Summary:
If you want a game that all you intend to do is build structures and contrapions that do neat and creative functions then this
would be fun for you.
But if you also want to enjoy the exploration and survival, then dont bother, survival is bascily, ONLY a hunger and thirst
system, weather seems to cut threw shelters and vehcile cockpits more than enough to kill you unless using the best end game
armor, making you need the prop that takes lots of power to act like a temp buffer zone, which then makes you perfect comfort
when near no matter what.
Digging up terrain to find resources is fun, but gets boring fast, you often have to try to dig out your flipped or stuck vehicles,
but it removes such large chunks, and not smoothly, making it so even the huge 6 foot dia tire types have a hard time driving up
a slope you tried to make really smooth.
World is HUGE! this is good and bad, good for many players building bases, but bad for single player, as moving around takes
forever even with fastest setup possible speed, as exploring this world is dull as when in a biome its all basiclly the same look
anywhere in that region, any POI you find after the 1st cluster are just copy and paste ones, after finding maybe 30 of them, the
rest are just duds that have no reason but to go there for the sake of going there.
Repairing one of the final objects in the story, took me over 5-10 mins of just standing there holding the mouse button watching
its 200,000 HP go from 0 to full, and this was with the most powerful repair tool in the game.

so, if you want a building simulator, its a good buy, anything else move on.
the story feels like they just rushed it with repeative content and little to bad voice acting just to get it out of EA.. I'll ignore the
actual gameplay for now, since there is too many problems with this game in order to actually try it out properly. This game is
barely playable for more than a couple minutes. There are numerous problems with it, and it is rather worrying that it wasn't
released as an early access game.

1. The game starts right off the bat, giving you no story, objective, tutorial or anything. You simply have to start playing. And
when you lose, the game just starts over with no scoreboard or story.
2. The building tooltips can't be properly viewed. They are at the bottom of the screen, and everything except the name of the
building will be outside the screen. This means you have no idea what the buildings do, nor how many crystals they cost.
3. The warrior bugs are hard to control, and will often ignore your commands to go scout on their own.
4. It is possible to start the game surrounded by enemies, resulting in an instant game over.
5. There are no options. You can't change resolution, cap the framerate, or run in windowed mode.
6. Thirteen minutes in the game started freezing every other second, forcing me to use task manager to close it.
7. The game freezes every time I try to exit it.
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8. Progress doesn't seem to save, so you can't continue after exiting the game. You have to start a new game if you do. (This
could however be because I am unable to exit the game without using task manager. IDK.)

For now, I cannot find a single redeeming quality about this game, and thus I cannot recommend it. At all.. It's basic, but
GREAT! Full price is reasonable, but sale is always a plus. It's a bit of a hand full on take off. 3\/4 power until the tail lifts, then
pour the coal to it. She flies awesome, but there is NO TRIM. I've found she'll climb very well at full power, and will cruise
level at 1,050-1,100 RPM. Don't forget to adjust your mixture at altitude.

Easy to learn, just follow the check lists.

. VR games will convince you that you're a master marksman and archer, even an insanely good swordsman. Well not EVERY
game takes you that far out of reality. Punch Bomb is a lovely example of that as it reminds me how much of an uncordinated
mess I am.

So thanks Chris, you've reminded me why I always got picked last for Kickball. If you can make an easy mode for Grav Bomb I
would greatly appreciate that. Beyond that the game is nicely designed and very challenging.

8\/10 - Perfect for short bursts or demoing VR to friends.
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Cool game! I recommend. i like it so far. elwurd makes me think of fan made song videos, the song being some sort of romance
song.. Export to html, android, windows, android, ios or flas..

Very easy and posibility of scripts...and I have received the upgrades for free..

I could ask for 2d support.. but it is an amaizing program.
. I can't recommend this game.
The whole thing about this game is to pay for extra time for playing.
You have only a little *health bar* and every time you try a HOG it drops....and it takes time to refill.
So if you are happy with playing only around 3 - 5 short rounds a day....you must pay for crystals to
buy food that refills your health.
Also, there are some *quests* were you must trade with merchants....some you can exchange with
items from the HOGs...but after that....play more or buy coins.
Add that you must play each HOG endless times again and again....and that the HOG's are low res.
NO, don't buy it.
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